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Overview

On occasion, MFR responds multiple apparatus to an incident by 
splitting the on duty crew between the two apparatus. Primarily this 
occurs when responding the engine along with a brush truck or 
tender to an incident. 

When splitting the crew, a firefighter may end up riding in the 
officer seat of the engine or tender to assist the driver with 
statusing the unit, looking for incident updates on the MDC, and 
navigating to the incident. 

A working knowledge of the major functions of the MDC are 
necessary to perform this function.



The Incident Queue

The incident queue shows Active Calls (calls 
that have been dispatched with units 
assigned) and Pending Calls (calls that 
dispatchers are processing and have not yet 
been dispatched)

In general, responders should not open or 
mess with Pending Calls

Active Calls can be opened by clicking the 
incident number or the Problem (call type). 
Clicking the address will zoom bring up the 
map at the call’s location



The Incident Queue

The Active Calls are typically sorted with 
the newest call number at the top of the 
queue.

The queue can be sorted by clicking a 
column header (Call, Pri, Problem, etc.). 
Clicking the header a second time will 
reverse the sort order for that column.

The  or  symbol in a column header 
tells you that the calls are being sorted by 
that column and if the sort is smallest to 
largest or largest to smallest (numeric or 
alphabetic). In the photo on the right, the 
queue is sorted by the Call column with the 
largest (newest) incident number on top.



The Incident Screen

The incident screen shows a calls 
information and is divided into 3 areas:

Header Information
Call type, Address Info, Self Assign Button, 
Mapping Buttons, PrePlan button

Tabs
Caution Notes, Info, Caller

(Premise, Hazmat, and Priors are seldom used or 
not typically helpful)

Comments
Ongoing information that is fed into the incident 
from dispatchers, call takers, and other 
responding units



The Incident Screen – Self Assign

The incident screen shows a calls 
information and is divided into 3 areas:

Header Information

The Self Assign button will place your apparatus 
onto that incident in a Responding status. It is 
commonly used to add the Tender to an incident 
when responding with the Engine.



The Incident Screen – PrePlan

The incident screen shows a calls 
information and is divided into 3 areas:

Header Information

The PrePlan button, when the button is greyed 
out there is no preplan for that address. When 
the button is active, it can be use to launch a 
pdf file of a preplan. This is typically a map or 
diagram of the property and be useful for 
navigating apartment complexes. 



Caution Tab

The incident screen shows a calls 
information and is divided into 3 areas:

Tabs
The Tab area defaults to the Caution notes tab. 
This field will display information such as Knox 
access info, dangerous conditions or persons at a 
location, access codes, and similar information



Caller Tab

The incident screen shows a calls 
information and is divided into 3 areas:

Tabs
The Caller tab may display the caller’s name and 
phone number. Sometimes this information is not 
captured and either no information is displayed 
or a generic number to the cell tower the call 
originated from will be displayed.



Incident Screen – INFO tab

The incident screen shows a calls 
information and is divided into 3 areas:

Tabs
The INFO tab shows:

• Map box number

• Primary radio channel

• Units responding and their status by color code

• The ADD CMNT button (add comment) – this 
allows personnel to add information into the 
comments area of the call from the MDC



Status Colors

The color coding of unit identifies on the 
MDC indicates their status. This color 
coding is also used in the status bar on the 
upper right corner of the screen to indicate 
the current status of your apparatus:

Available Station

Responding

Staged

Onscene

Available Clear or Local Area

Out of Service

ENG501

ENG501

ENG501

ENG501

ENG501

ENG501



Zoom to Call

The Zoom to Call feature will bring up the 
map and zoom in to the incident flag. 

This feature can be a bit quirky at times 
and zoom in to your apparatus location 
instead of the call location. The user may 
need to use the Back button to go back to 
the incident screen and then try the Zoom 
to Call button again.



Auto Zoom

The Auto Zoom feature will zoom the map out to 
a level where your location and the incident 
location are on the map at the same time. The 
farther away the incident, the farther out the 
map will zoom. 

As you travel toward the scene, the map will 
incrementally zoom in, keeping your location 
and the incident location on the map.

On the map – the blue dot represents your 
apparatus. Other apparatus are represented by 
the color coded unit identifiers



Route

Using the Route button activates the turn by 
turn directions on the mapping system. It will 
also highlight the route on the map. 

The routing feature on the MDC is not as robust 
as other mapping apps like Google Maps. 
However, it is tied to the actual incident address 
and may be preferable if a user is having trouble 
getting the correct location to map on Google.

As the apparatus travels, the map moves to keep 
the apparatus location on the screen.



Route and Auto Zoom

If the responding crew is familiar with the 
general route to an incident, they may want to 
use Route and Auto Zoom together. To do so:

• From the Incident Screen, press the Route button

• Then press the back button to go back to the 
Incident Screen

• Then press the Auto Zoom button

• The map will now provide routing directions and 
auto zoom to the call

You can recalculate a route or cancel routing 
directions by using the buttons at the bottom 
right of the screen.



NAV buttons

Pressing the NAV button opens an expanded 
button panel with several options. 

The 3 buttons of most importance are:
• Incident Que – brings up the Incident Queue screen

• Map – brings up the map

• Night/Day – changes the color scheme for night or 
day viewing

• The screen can also be dimmed or brightened by 
holding down the function [Fn] key on the keyboard 
and pressing the F1 or F2 key on the keyboard to 
change the screen brightness level



Map Tracking Modes

On the Map screen, pressing the Map Tracking 
button opens different choices on how the map 
operates.

• Normal: The map is stationary with North at the 
top and must be manually manipulated with the 
Center, Zoom In, and Zoom Out buttons. 

• Center places your location in the center of the map

• The map can also be moved by dragging your finger 
across the screen

• Vehicle: This mode places your location in the 
center of the map and keeps it centered as you 
move. The map is oriented with North to the top.

• Heading: This mode places your location in the 
center of the map and the direction you are 
heading to the top of the map. As you change 
direction, the map will rotate.



Map Layers

The Map Layers section provides options on 
what displays on the map. Some features will 
not appear on the map until you are zoomed in 
on the map to the proper level (hydrant 
locations and address footprints, aerial image).

The aerial image can be useful when navigating 
apartment complexes or large properties off of 
the road network. It can be used to identify 
private driveways and building locations.



Hydrant Markers

When zoomed in sufficiently on the map, hydrant 
locations are shown. Hydrants for the City of 
Austin and ESD5 are in the system. Hydrants for 
other ESDs may or may not be in the system 
(currently, ESD11 hydrants are not on the map)

Color coding for the hydrants (in Day mode):
• Green: Best – 12” and larger water mains

• Yellow: Good – 8-10” water mains

• Red: Decent – 6” water mains

• Black – Unknown data or smaller than 6” main

In ESD5 – San Leanna hydrants are usable, other black 
hydrants will be weak water supplies and tenders should 
be considered the primary water source



Response and Scene Status Buttons

The yellow and red buttons at the top-center of the 
screen are to status a unit during an incident 
response. As the apparatus responsds, the RESP 
(Responding) button should be pressed. 

The STGD (Staged) button is used when apparatus 
are staged for law enforcement at a scene prior to 
going on scene. It is not used when responding to a 
multiple alarm event and reporting to staging (use 
Onscene)

ONSC (Onscene) is used when you arrive on scene. (if 
the apparatus drives within 200’ of the incident flag, 
you will be placed on scene automatically) – if not 
placed on scene automatically, use the red ONSC 
button.

When clearing from a call, the AVCL button is used 
to clear the call and be available for calls again.



Unit Status Buttons

The Unit Status button opens additional buttons for 
statusing a unit when it is not assigned to an incident.

AVLA – Available Local Area – is used when the 
apparatus is away from the station, available for calls, 
and is monitoring the radio for calls

AVST – Available Station – pressing this buttion allows 
you to select which station you are at and available fro 
calls from.

OOS – Out of Service – pressing this button allows you to 
choose from different OOS codes and Delays. When 
OOS, you will not be selected for calls. When on a 
delay, a time penalty is added to your response time 
due to delays such as training, inspections, or other 
events that may slow the crews ability to respond. 
Reserve Status is a 23hr 59min delay used to place 
unstaffed units like brush trucks and tenders in station 
but dispatchable as needed.



Conclusion

This presentation has provided an overview of the major 
components of the MDC.

There are additional features and expanded uses of some of the 
items presented here that will be covered in other training 
presentations outside the PFF program.


